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Introduction: 

 

Cycling offers numerous advantages to its users and to society in general. These include affordability in terms of 

ownership and maintenance; health benefits; the need for very little space for movement and parking in comparison 

to motor vehicles; and minimal impact on the environment. In this context, the Center for the Study for the Built 

Environment (CSBE), in coordination with Zaha Foundation / Zaha Center for Children, has initiated a project that 

aims at spreading the culture of cycling in Jordan for the purposes of both physical exercise and transportation. 

  

The first part of the initial phase of the project consisted of a survey that was launched on June 13, 2014 and that 

aimed at identifying opinions, comments, and experiences regarding cycling from a wide segment of Jordanian 

society, which would be of great value for any attempts that aim at developing cycling path projects in Jordan. The 

survey was filled by a total of 824 participants, and a report that presents the survey results, including general 

information about the survey participants, as well as their opinions, comments, and suggestions regarding cycling in 

Jordan, was published on November 18, 2014.  

  

This report, which forms the second part of the initial phase of the project, looks into the benefits of cycling, 

provides information on cycling-related signage and road markings, and presents information on cycling projects in 

several countries around the world and how these projects have impacted their users. 

 

 

Interesting facts and studies about the benefits of cycling 

 

On February 24, 2000, cars were banned from streets for the day in Bogota, Columbia. It was the first day in four 

years that nobody was killed in traffic, hospital admissions fell by almost a third, and the toxic haze over the city 

thinned. 

 

There is a clear connection between social deficit and the shape of cities. A Swedish study found that people who 

endure more than a 45-minute commute were 40% more likely to divorce. Moreover, people who live in 

monofunctional, car-dependent neighborhoods are much less trusting of other people than people who live in walk-

able neighborhoods where housing is mixed with shops, services, and places to work. 

 

The boom decades of the late 20
th

 century were not accompanied by a boom in wellbeing. The British got richer by 

more than 40% between 1993 and 2012, but the rate of psychiatric disorders and neuroses grew. 

 

The more we flock to high-status cities for the good life (money, opportunity, novelty), the more crowded, 

expensive, polluted, and congested those places become. Surveys show that Londoners are among the least happy 

people in the United Kingdom, even though the city represents the richest region in the UK. 

 

Researchers in England convinced volunteers to wear electrode caps during their commutes and found that whether 

they were driving or taking the train, peak-hour travelers suffered worse stress than fighter pilots or riot police 

facing mobs of angry protesters. But people who travel under their own steam (i.e. those who walk, run, and ride 

bicycles) reported enjoying themselves. 

 

Research suggests you should be burning at least 2,000 calories a week through exercise. Steady cycling burns about 

300 calories per hour. If you cycle twice a day, the calories burnt soon add up. British research shows that a half-

hour bike ride every day will burn nearly five kilograms of fat over a year. 

 

Researchers in Finland found that people who cycle for more that 30 minutes per day had a 40 per cent lower risk of 

developing diabetes. 

http://www.samfak.umu.se/english/about-the-faculty/news/newsdetailpage/long-distance-commuters-get-divorced-more-often.cid160978
http://www.govtoday.co.uk/health/44-public-health/11410-london-least-happy-in-the-uk
http://www.govtoday.co.uk/health/44-public-health/11410-london-least-happy-in-the-uk
http://www.theguardian.com/uk/2004/nov/30/research.transport
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A study in Britain shows that people who cycle to work have two to three times less exposure to pollution than car 

commuters.  

 

According to the British Medical Association, cycling just 20 miles a week can reduce the risk of coronary heart 

disease by 50%. A major study of 10,000 civil servants suggested that those who cycled 20 miles over the period of 

a week were half as likely to suffer heart disease as their non-cycling colleagues. 

 

A study done by the ECF (European Cyclists Federation) found that an adult who cycles regularly will typically 

have a level of fitness equivalent to someone who is 10 years younger, and a life-expectancy two years above 

average.  

 

Shared cycling and pedestrian facilities also create benefits for pedestrians and people with disabilities by providing 

an increased network of paths and improved road crossings, thus providing safer and more welcoming road 

environments. 

 

 

In 2011, the University of the Andes in Colombia organized a transportation race “Transit Modalities Race.” 12 

commuters, 3 each in private cars, rapid transit buses, regular buses, and on bicycles left from three different spots 

around Bogota heading towards the university campus. The cyclists won with an average of 21.5 kilometers per hour 

(KPH), leaving them time for a coffee and a long shower before the private cars arrived, having averaged only 15.5 

KPH, barely ahead of the transit bus at 15.3 KPH. The regular bus averaged only 13.4 KPH. 

 

Cycling reduces the need to build, service, and dispose of cars, and it takes around 5% of the materials and energy 

used to make a car to build a bicycle. 

 

A Study in the United States done by National Geographic shows that motor vehicles produce more than 30 % of the 

country’s annual carbon dioxide emissions, more than 80% of itsannual carbon monoxide emissions, and about half 

of its annual nitrogen oxide emissions. Cycling, in contrast, does not use any fossil fuels, and is a pollution-free 

mode of transportation. 
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Case Study: CicloRuta - Bogota, Colombia 

 

 

Project overview: 

Bogotá, the capital of Colombia, is located 2,625m above sea level, and is therefore one of the world’s highest 

capitals. The city also is known for its various and diverse topography. It has a rather flat topography from north to 

south, but has a sloping topography from east to west. 

 

CicloRuta: 

Bogotá’s CicloRuta was the first and most defining act that Enrique Peñalosa took when he became the mayor of 

Bogota in 1998. Peñalosa had a personal commitment to a healthy and car-free city. CicloRuta is one of the most 

extensive bicycle path networks in the world. It covers over 340 km, and connects citizens to major BRT (Bus rapid 

transit) routes, parks, and community centers. 

 

The system is both unique and successful because its design took into consideration the topography of the city and 

its manmade and natural features, such as essential facilities, hills, waterways, and parklands, to create the best 

possible flow and function. The CircloRuta facilitates more than 320,000 trips for around 83,500 people (more than 

1.2% of the city’s population) per day.  

 

Design and implementation: 

The master plan for CicloRuta was finished in 1998, and construction began in 1999 with an initial investment of 

50.25 million USD. 

 

In 2000, a total of 180 km of the CicloRuta were implemented, and a complementary network was developed 

between 2001 and 2005. The total network was to be completed in 2009, but the city completed it two years in 

advance, in 2007. 

 

The system is divided into three sections: 

The Main Network: this network connects key city centers as well as its main educational and work areas with the 

most populated residential areas. It also connects with the secondary network. 

The Secondary Network: this network connects housing areas, parks, as well as facilities and centers of attraction 

with the main network. 

Complementary Network: this network links recreational areas and external routes to the system. These paths are 

located along the river banks, which in turn are part of a system of linear parks in the city. 

 

Societal impacts: 

Cycling doesn't only serves to save time and bring down emissions in Bogotá, but also brings a sense of equality, 

which is important, especially in Columbia, which is ranked the world's eighth most unequal country. Cycling even 

helped reduce the crime rate in the city as streets became more populated with people. 
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Cycling has also fundamentally changed the transportation culture in Bogotá. Bogotá had 22,700 cyclists in 2000 

and 83,500 cyclists in 2007, which is an increase of 268% in seven years, or 38% per year. 

 

In 2007, CicloRuta was used for 320,000 trips per day. When the project began in 2000, about 0.2% of the trips in 

the city were made by bicycles. 

 

More than 54% of Bogotá’s 1,596,860 houses have an average of two bicycles per house. This has helped achieve a 

physically healthier society. 

More than 35% of cyclists use the CicloRuta for educational purposes, and more than 31% use it to commute 

between their workplaces and homes. 

 

Death cases related to cycling decreased in from 115 in 2001 to 77 in 2004, even though the CicloRuta and its use 

were growing. In addition, injuries were reduced by 8.8%, from 2,754 in 2001 to 2,512 in 2004, despite a 38% 

increase in bicycle use. 

 

Impacts on the environment:  

A reduction of 6,449 tons of carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e; a standard unit for measuring carbon footprints) took 

place in 2007 as a result of the fact that 7% of CicloRutes users left their cars at home. Cumulative reductions of 

CO2e between 2001 and 2007 amounted to 36,803 tons. 

 

Impacts on the economy: 

Total annual savings in fuel consumption in Bogotá have amounted to 40 million USD. The savings per CicloRuta 

user amounted to 40 USD per month, or 480 USD per year. 

 

The CicloRuta network was built by the city administration through its public investment budget. The direct 

investment cost per kilometer built is about 147,000 USD. The city’s expenditures until 2005 amounted to 250,000 

USD on studies and initial designs, and 50 million USD on construction. 

 

As for annual running costs, they include maintenance costs, which are carried out on bike path edges every six 

months for 0.60 USD /m2. Also, thermal painting is applied to the road surfaces of the CicloRuta every two years at 

a cost of 32.5 USD/m. 
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Cycling projects around the world 

 

Human Friendliness 

 

Copenhagen, Denmark 

 

 

 

Copenhagen has accomplished a great deal towards becoming a pedestrian-friendly city. Beginning in 1962, city 

officials shifted their focus from optimizing vehicular flow and implemented pedestrian initiatives with the ultimate 

goal of creating a balance between areas dedicated to vehicular traffic and pedestrian thoroughfares. As a result, 

approximately 37% of the residents of Copenhagen who work in the city use bicycles as a mode of transportation.  

 

Bicycle lanes were added and traffic speeds were reduced to promote a more human-friendly city. Many of 

Copenhagen’s streets were converted into pedestrian-only areas, which have encouraged people in the city to stop 

using their cars. By 1996, Copenhagen had six times the amount of car-free space than it had when the initiatives 

began, and in 1998 the number of parking places in downtown area was reduced by 2-3% per year, providing some 

100,000 sq.m. of car-free public space. With fewer vehicles on the streets, it was also possible to convert parking 

areas into public squares. Today, the inner city (downtown) of Copenhagen is dominated by pedestrian traffic as 

80% of all traffic is on foot. 

 

Copenhagen recently also installed its first Bicycle Superhighway, which will be part of a 26-route network that will 

cover a total of 300 km. These Bicycle Superhighways connect to Copenhagen’s suburbs and are intended for longer 

rides. The network will increase the number of cycling lanes in Greater Copenhagen by 15% and is predicted to 

reduce public expenditure on matters such as healthcare by EUR 40.3 million annually. 

 

Establishing these Bicycle Superhighways aims at reducing the numbers of vehicles on the streets and increasing the 

number of bicycles, thus greatly reducing traffic jams. This new network is provided with innovative features to 

encourage longer rides such as air pump stations and traffic signals timed so bicyclists travelling at a specific speed 

do not have to stop. 
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Buenos Aires, Argentina 

 

 

In 2009, Buenos Aires launched the “Better By Bike” project to ease traffic congestion and improve quality of life. 

The program offered interest-free loans for bicycle purchases, which allows people to purchase bicycles in 

registered shops throughout the city, making payments for up to 6 years for 20 Pesos (3.9 USD) per month. The 

program was very successful; during the first 15 days, 738 loans were granted and 4000 more were being processed. 

According to shop owners, the program encouraged people who were not interested in buying bicycles before not 

only to purchase bicycles for themselves, but also for their entire families. By 2012, the city built 77 Kilometers of 

bike lanes, from virtually zero in 2009, aiming to reach 130 Kilometers of lanes by the end of 2013. In 2012, it was 

documented that in Buenos Aires, which is known for its heavy traffic and aggressive drivers, 36,000 daily 

commuters shifted to using bicycles as transportation methods. 

 

In 2013, the city also replaced 9 de Julio Avenue’s more than 20 lanes of car traffic with bus-only lanes for a BRT 

system, and transformed dozens of blocks in the city-center into an environment that encourages walking and 

cycling over driving, promoting a culture that prioritizes people over cars. In 2014, the city of Buenos Aires won the 

9th annual Sustainable Transport Award for their improvements to urban mobility, reduction of CO2 emissions, and 

improvement of safety for pedestrians and cyclists. Moreover, in 2014, Better By Bike commissioned the 

Argentinean studio “La Comunidad” to produce a series of posters to be published as part of a campaign aimed at 

encouraging people to cycle. This visual campaign included five colorful posters with creative illustrations 

explaining the health benefits of cycling. 

 

Tourism, the Economy, and Local Businesses 

 

New Zealand 

 

  

 

The Nga Haerenga, the New Zealand Cycle Trail (NZCT) project, arose out of the Government’s 2009 Employment 

summit. This project established a fund that would be used to cover the costs of constructing a series of “Great 

Rides” across the country. The project aimed to create jobs in the short-term while also creating conditions for 

businesses to prosper in the long term, to provide a healthy and enjoyable manner for people to experience the 
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country - with a focus on tourism - and to generate a range of economic, social, and environmental benefits for the 

communities located along the trail. 

 

An evaluation report of the project, published by the Ministry of Business, Innovation, and Employment in New 

Zealand, involved in-depth case studies focusing on four of the cycle trails: Huraki Rail Trial, Mountain to Sea Trail, 

Motu Trial, and Queenstown Trails. The report indicates that 87% of Motu and Mountains to Sea Trail users were 

visitors to the area, and 60% of these visitors mentioned that the cycling trails were the main or only reason to visit 

the region. As for the Hauraki Rail Trail, 85% of its users were visitors to the area, and 79% mentioned that the 

cycling trails were the main or only reason to visit the region. 

 

Establishing the project also had a positive impact on employment in the trail regions. Studies show that the 

cumulative total number of individuals employed by the construction of the trails increased from 200 to 1000 

between 2011 and 2013. The studies also surveyed 439 local businesses, and they attributed about 5% of their 

current turnover to the cycle trails and said that about 50 full-time positions had been created in their businesses as a 

result of opening the trails. Also, one in seven said they had expanded their business (added capacity or added new 

services) as a result of the trail opening in their region. 

 

The Otago Central Rail Trail, New Zealand’s most famous pre-existing cycle trail, also agreed to partner up with the 

cycle trail project to take advantage of mass marketing all the trails to the world. The user survey report from the 

Otago Central Rail Trail in June 2011 showed that this trail now brings $NZ12.2 million into the local economy 

every year, which is up a significant $NZ5 million from 2009. 

 

New York City, USA 

 

   
 

A study done by the New York Department of Transportation found that rents along bike lane areas in Times Square 

increased around 71% in 2010, which shows that streets that safely accommodate bicycle and pedestrian travel are 

especially good at boosting small businesses, even in a recession. NYC Department of Transportation also found 

that protected bikeways had a significant positive impact on local business strength; after the construction of a 

protected bicycle lane on 9th Avenue, local businesses saw a 49% increase in retail sales. In comparison, local 

businesses throughout Manhattan only saw a 3% increase in retail sales during the same period. Moreover, people 

who travel along a street by bicycle also face fewer barriers to stopping at a local business than those who travel by 

car since it is easier to get off a bicycle and to find a spot to park and secure it, which is not as easy when it comes to 

cars. Another study suggests that bicycle riders tend to spend more money at local businesses over the course of a 

month, which proves that investing in bicycle related improvements can boosts small businesses.  
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San Francisco, USA 

 

   
 

When San Francisco redesigned the four-lane Valencia Street to include bike lanes and better pedestrian crossings, 

nearly 40% of local business owners reported increased sales, and 60% reported more area residents shopping 

locally due to reduced travel time and convenience. Two-thirds of local businesses said that business improved 

overall. 

 

Development of a Bike Culture and City Cycling Visions 

 

Istanbul, Turkey 

   
 

In attempting to improve health, safety, air quality, and the overall experience of living and working, and also to 

reduce high levels of traffic congestion, Istanbul has been trying to turn to cycling as a method of transportation. 

Although bike lanes have been established in Istanbul, obstacles come in the form of social attitudes and the lack of 

a bike culture. Many individuals in Istanbul do not know about bike lanes and misuse them or try to obstruct their 

use. For example, a good number of bike lanes are taken over by parked vehicles. In November 2012, cycling lanes 

were installed on Bagdat Caddesi, a 14-kilometer main thoroughfare in the Asian side of Istanbul along the Marmara 

Sea. Yet, only a month later, and due to opposition from drivers, the city removed the lanes. Another reason why 

cycling initiatives have not been successful as planned is the lack of physical barriers and separations in the street 

networks. Moreover, cyclers often face obstacles such as flooded cycle paths, trees, garbage bins, and the lack of 

bicycle parking facilities. 

 

To address these issues, Embarq Türkiye (Sustainable Transportation Association) and Yard 9 ( a global 

organization consisting of member firms of a Dutch Cooparative NWXSE), started the BikeLab Istanbul Project and 

started conducting workshops and lectures by local and international cycling specialists. Aiming to normalize 

cycling as a transport option for the city, BikeLab Istanbul seeks to reach people through promoting cycling in the 

mainstream media and in television shows. It also envisions capitalizing on Turkey’s robust sports culture to 

introduce cycling to sports fans through a Tour de France-type racing event. Pilot implementation of proper bicycle 

lane designs are also part of BikeLab’s mission.  
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Caracas, Venezuela 

 

    

 

In Caracas, Venezuela, where streets and sidewalks are known to be very chaotic and to lack order, the mayor of one 

section of the city hired 120 mimes in order to draw attention to the problem and to reinforce good behavior and call 

people out on bad behavior. The mimes silently mocked drivers, miming to those behind the wheel to buckle up, or 

gestured to motorcyclists to stop at the red light in front of them. Others chastised jaywalkers or helped pedestrians 

cross the street. Besides spreading humorous and fun vibes in the streets of Caracas, the technique was effective and 

has been proven to be a successful traffic-taming effort.   

 

This initiative was inspired by a similar initiative that was carried out in Bogota, Colombia, where Antanos Mockus, 

the former mayor of Bogota, hired 420 street mimes to act as traffic cops since he believed Colombians were more 

afraid of being ridiculed than from being fined. 

 

Beirut, Lebanon 

 

   
 

Although Beirut lacks the proper infrastructure and dedicated cycling routes, cycling in the city has been a popular 

activity among tourists and locals for both transportation and recreational purposes. Among the city’s most active 

cycling establishments is Beirut By Bike, which is a local cycling club with several bicycle rental shops located 

along Beirut’s waterfront. The shops offer bicycle rentals on an hourly basis, and also organizes cycling events and 

charity initiatives. 

 

In May 2014, the first bike lane in Beirut was established as an initiative by G Association, a non-governmental 

organization that focuses on environmental and energy related causes. The lane simply consists of a blue path 

painted in the middle of the city’s Corniche promenade, which is one of Beirut’s busiest open public spaces. 

However, because of local political infighting and because the project was authorized by Beirut’s previous mayor 

rather than the current one, the painted lane will be removed. Moreover, since the path is located right in the middle 

of the Corniche promenade, it is a place that attracts large numbers of people who come there to jog, walk, fish, and 

sit. The cycling lane accordingly has been facing considerable resistance from these various users of the promenade. 

 

A new cycling project, however, is being carried out along Beirut’s New Waterfront project in the city’s central 

district, close to the Beirut International Exhibition and Leisure Center. Lanes dedicated to cycling and jogging with 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2047684/Dangerous-drivers-silent-treatment-Venezuela-employs-mimes-traffic-police.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2047684/Dangerous-drivers-silent-treatment-Venezuela-employs-mimes-traffic-police.html
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signs painted on the ground have already been established within the primary infrastructure of the newly-developing 

site. Also, By Bike has already established a bike rental station close to the area. Moreover, a 5-km track that starts 

from the Beirut Souks and heads towards the New Waterfront project, where it meets a second track that extends 

over 1.5 km has already been completed. 

 

Dubai, UAE 

 

   
 

The Dubai Bicycle Master Plan, which has been developed by Dubai’s Roads and Transport Authority (RTA), aims 

at providing 850km of cycling lanes in Dubai’s central business district and in newly-developed areas. 

 

The plan addresses issues including separating cycling lanes from pedestrian pathways, providing bicycle racks, 

developing cycling lanes in entertainment areas, identifying appropriate construction materials for the lanes, and 

putting in place a suitable signage system. 

 

In August 2013, RTA announced the completion of a total of 104 km of lanes in various parts of Dubai, including 

public parks, streets that are linked to metro stations, and newly-developing areas that are far from the city. The 

length of each lane ranges from 1.5 km to 85 km. 

 

Information on Dubai’s cycling lanes is available at 

http://www.dubairoadsters.com/events_safeplacetoride.html#two 

 

 

The Chicago Streets for Cycling Plan 2020 

   

 

The Chicago Streets for Cycling Plan 2020 is an infrastructure plan that will guide the development of a citywide 

network of bike paths that will extend over 1038 km. The project also aims at allowing the residents of Chicago of 

all ages to feel safe and comfortable when cycling in the city. 

 

The plan was developed after conducting a public outreach process that included organizing citywide public 

meetings and engaging community advisory groups. This process gave the residents of the city an opportunity to 

http://www.dubairoadsters.com/events_safeplacetoride.html#two
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review and comment on the plan, which aims at expanding Chicago’s existing 274 km of cycling paths, and 

identifying the conditions, gaps, and barriers in the city’s existing cycling network. 

The published handout of the plan includes a Bicycle Facilities Guide section that introduces the new bike 

accommodations presented in the Streets for Cycling Plan 2020. More details regarding this section can be found in 

Appendix 1 in page 18 of this report. 

 

The Chicago Department of Transportation (CDOT) started establishing trial cycling lanes in different areas of the 

city and measured their efficiency. For example, after CDOT installed bicycle lanes that are separated from 

vehicular traffic along Elston Avenue, bicycle ridership increased by 49% in the morning peak period and 62.5% in 

the afternoon. The project also resulted in slower and safer motorist speeds. 

 

Chicago’s first barrier-protected cycling lane was installed on a 0.8 km stretch of Kinzie Street in June 2011 to 

connect two of Chicago’s most popular cycling lanes, Milwaukee Avenue and Wells Street. A survey of cyclists 

using Kinzie Street was conducted afterwards. The study found that 41% of cyclists changed their usual route to be 

able to use the barrier protected bicycle lane. Cyclists felt safer riding along such a lanes compared with standard 

cycling lanes, and almost half of them felt that drivers’ behaviour improved after the barrier-protected cycling lane 

was installed. Also, the number of cyclists using Kinzie Street increased by 55% after this lane was installed. 

 

London, England 

 

   
 

Transport for London (TfL), the local government body responsible for the transportation system in Greater London 

in England, launched the Barclays Cycle Superhighways in the summer of 2010 in order to encourage residents to 

use bicycle lanes that are separated from vehicular traffic. 

  

The Barclays Cycle Superhighways are lanes that connect outer London with central London. By establishing them, 

TfL aims at increasing cycling in London by 400% by 2025 (in comparison to levels from the year 2000) through 

improving cycling conditions for people who already commute by bicycle, and also encouraging new cyclists to use 

the lanes. Four Barclays Cycle Superhighways have been completed so far, and a number of new routes will be 

opened by 2016. The routes are painted blue to clearly mark them from other parts of the street. Cycling along these 

routes already has increased by 70%. 
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Safety 

 

Paris  

 

   
 

In response to a rise in accidents in 2006, the city of Paris initiated a massive public safety campaign to educate 

drivers, pedestrians, and cyclists about the rules of the road. The campaign focused on illegal actions of all road 

users including overly aggressive drivers, cyclists ignoring red lights or stop signs, jaywalking, and moving vehicles 

intruding on crosswalks, bus, and bicycle lanes. The aim of this campaign was to remind road users that most 

accidents occurred as a result of disregarding existing traffic laws. Posters with provocative captions were placed on 

the sides of buses and posted in newspapers. Major streets were lined with named cut-outs of accident victims that 

state accident facts and figures. 

 

Police have also ramped up enforcement of traffic violations. They began a policy of issuing soccer-style “Yellow 

Cards” to bicyclists, pedestrians and drivers who commit minor but dangerous traffic violations. In 2007, 7,000 

moving violations were issued to cyclists. 

 

Topography 

 

Trondheim, Norway 

 

 

 

Taking into consideration the hilly topography of the city of Trondheim in Norway, the idea of a bicycle lift was 

conceived to increase the use of bicycles in Trondheim. The Municipality of Trondheim had invested around 3 

million USD in recent years on establishing multiple connected bicycle roads. Yet, due to topographical height 

differences, bicycle commuting to and from the town center was limited. In 1992, the traffic planners of the local 

Public Roads Administration and the Municipality of Trondheim were looking for new and efficient means to 

increase the usage of the bicycle road network, and the idea of using a bicycle lift had emerged. 

The bicycle lift or “Trampe” as it is known has become one of the most important infrastructure elements in 

Trondheim, the third largest city of Norway, which has 150,000 inhabitants and 30,000 students. Trondheim has the 

highest share of cycling in Norway. Since the opening of the bicycle lift project in 1993, it has served more than 220 
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000 cyclist up the very steep hill between the city center and the city’s university campus. 50% of the lift users are 

students. 

 

Bike Share Programs 

 

New York City, USA 

 

   
 

Citi Bike is a private-public partnership program for public bicycle sharing systems and is the largest bike sharing 

program in the United States. The project is intended to provide New Yorkers and visitors with additional 

transportation options for getting around the city, to reduce emissions, road wear, and collisions. The New York City 

Department of Transportation found that 10% of automobile trips are under half a mile, 22% are under1.6 

Kilometers, and 56% are under 5 Kilometers. All are distances that are readily served by bicycles, so the city 

decided to establish a bicycle share program. 

Citi Bike system consists of a fleet of specially-designed durable bikes that are locked into a network of docking 

stations around the city. The bikes can be rented from and then returned to any station in the system. Users purchase 

a 24 hour or a 7 day access pass, and are provided with a code that is inserted in a keypad installed on each dock. 

The system also offers annual and monthly memberships. 

 

The system was opened to the public in May 2013 with 330 stations. In only two months, the number of Citi Bike 

users reached 45,000. In October 2013 along, Citi Bike riders took about 42,000 trips a day.  

 

Cycling Signs and Road Markings 

 

Types of cycling signs 

 

- Regulatory signs for bicycle facilities: these signs apply to all road users and are designed to regulate the flow of 

traffic among cyclists, pedestrians, and motorists. (left image) 

 

- Cycling routes guide signs: these signs may be placed along designated cycling routes to inform cyclists of cycling 

route direction changes or to confirm a route’s direction, distance, and destination. Cycling routesguide signs may be 

repeated at regular intervals so that cyclists entering from side streets would know that they are on a cycling route, 

and would be provided with information about that route. (right image) 

 

- Combined bicycle/pedestrian signs: these are considered “road warning” signs that are placed along roads to let 

users know that there are road changes ahead. These kinds of signs may be used where both cyclists and pedestrians 

might cross the roadway, such as at an intersection with a shared-use path. (middle image) (Learn more about road 

warning signs at https://www.qld.gov.au/transport/safety/signs/types/warning/index.html)  

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bicycle_sharing_system
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_York_City_Department_of_Transportation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_York_City_Department_of_Transportation
https://www.qld.gov.au/transport/safety/signs/types/warning/index.html
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Note: Use the following link to view common cycling signs and their meanings: 

http://www.trafficsign.us/bikesign.html 

 

Cycling road markings 

Road markings can be very helpful since cyclists tend to focus on the surface in front of them as they are cycling. 

Road markings are classified as traffic signs, and many cycling routes have the route number marked on the road, so 

it’s good to be aware of them. 

 

 

Types of cycling road markings 

- Cycling road markings for shared roads: these markings are used to separate cycling lanes from vehicular traffic. 

They also might be shared with pedestrians.  

 A continuous white line means that the lane is used solely for cyclists. 

 A dashed white line indicates that other vehicles may use the lane. This means that cyclists have to share 

the lane with motorbikes as well as moving and parked cars. 

 

- Cycling road markings for cycling lanes: these markings are applied to the surfaces of lanes that are solely 

dedicated for cycling. There is no standard form for these markings as they might differ from one city to another. 

Different types of road markings, however, are used to indicate mandatory and advisory cycling lanes. The lanes 

often are colored in flashy colors, such as green and red, to help them stand out. 

 

Note: Use the following links to view common cycling road markings and their meanings: 

http://www.ci.minneapolis.mn.us/bicycles/bicycling101/understanding-bicycle-markings 

http://vancouver.ca/streets-transportation/cycling-road-signs-and-markings.aspx 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.trafficsign.us/bikesign.html
http://www.ci.minneapolis.mn.us/bicycles/bicycling101/understanding-bicycle-markings
http://vancouver.ca/streets-transportation/cycling-road-signs-and-markings.aspx
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Conclusion:  

 

We believe that the content of this study provides an essential base for any related future projects since it is an 

exploration of cycling projects in general, and, more importantly, it reflects the perceptions of local society towards 

cycling, and also reflects the state of the current cycling culture in Jordan. 

 

We realize that the main goal to which many of us aspire is establishing a functional and sustainable cycling path 

project in Jordan. This, however, would require carrying out several further preparatory steps that would form a 

solid base for implementing cycling paths. Moreover, since the city is a complex entity, establishing a cycling 

project requires the coordination of many of its entities, including municipal institutions, community-based 

organizations, planners and designers, sponsors…etc. 

 

Promoting a cycling culture: 

As the survey results show, a cycling culture barely exists in Jordan. Promoting a cycling culture in Jordanian cities 

therefore is an essential step that needs to be taken into consideration before starting any built projects. Promoting a 

cycling culture, which greatly involves spreading awareness, may be carried out through various methods such as 

organizing public lectures and community meetings to reach wider audiences and to engage decision makers and 

relevant professionals. Visual design is also a powerful tool that may be used to spread awareness. Road signs as 

well as graphic ads and campaigns, for example, are a good way to capture the attention of road users. As suggested 

by survey users, addressing the issue of cycling in school courses and school curriculums would also be a step 

towards spreading a cycling culture in Jordan, especially among the youth. Other options to consider would be 

holding more cycling events for schools, and organizing talks by international professionals who would share their 

experiences and present successful built projects. 

 

Developing policies:  

Sharing the road between its various users (i.e., drivers, pedestrians, and cyclists) is an issue that requires developing 

new policies and clear regulations. In order for pedestrians, cyclists, and drivers to share the roads without tension, 

road regulations should not only address motor vehicles, but should also include bicycles. Unfortunately, road 

regulations in Jordan do not include bicycle-related rules. User manuals and guidelines should be prepared, 

distributed, and included in existing manuals for road regulations. These should also include information and 

guidelines on signage systems, road markings, related infrastructure, and clear instructions on sharing the road. 

 

Developing policies that integrate cycling into physical urban development plans is also important. For example, 

providing adequate space for cycling paths, bicycle parking, and ramps that facilitate access to cycling paths should 

be taken into consideration when designing and implementing urban or architectural projects, and should be required 

for licensing these projects. 

 

Design and implementation: 

Since cycling paths should be an integral part of the overall urban network in the city, designing successful cycling 

paths needs proper knowledge of relevant design standards and guidelines. Interactive workshops and lectures may 

be held to familiarize designers (and also students) regarding relevant standards and appropriate designs. Design 

competitions may also be organized where participants may propose interventions and design plans for improving 

cycling conditions. 

  

Recommendations:  

As suggested by the survey participants, cycling paths in Jordan are needed for both transportation and for 

recreational and fitness activities, and in both active urban areas and in suburban areas or along highways where the 
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level of traffic congestion is low. Roads in active urban areas in Jordan clearly have been designed to only 

accommodate vehicular traffic, and they unfortunately do not provide welcoming environments for pedestrians or 

cyclists. If we use as an example the Queen Rania Street (also known as the University of Jordan Street), which 

received the highest percentage by the survey participants among the streets suggested that may include cycling 

routes, and analyze its current physical conditions, it does not seem suitable for accommodating cycling paths due to 

its disorganized vehicular traffic, lack of parking spaces and chaotic car parking conditions, unwelcoming sidewalks 

and medians, and the lack of appropriate pedestrian crossings. 

 

Although the Queen Rania Street may seem as an artery where alternative transportation methods are very much 

needed, implementing cycling paths in such active areas would require several preparatory steps such as enhancing 

pedestrian movement, rehabilitating sidewalks and crossings, leveling streets. These steps would create 

environments that are more welcoming for road users, including pedestrians and cyclists, and would therefore form 

more suitable conditions for establishing cycling paths. Newly-opened or to-be-opened roads, however, are probably 

more suitable for establishing the first cycling paths since including dedicated spaces for cycling in them may be 

carried out more easily. The Airport Service Road, for example, is one option, since it already includes the needed 

space, is wide enough, and also serves a number of important locations such as universities. 

  

One idea for establishing cycling paths for transportation purposes is to start with small-scale trial paths. Trial (and 

possibly even temporary) paths may be designed and implemented in several areas with different physical and traffic 

characteristics. Assessment of the success of each path would then be carried out to test its functionality (e.g., 

number of users per day, possible accidents, obstacles …). Assessing the functionality of different paths in different 

areas would also give a clearer idea regarding the actual factors that affect their use, and should include the input of 

the paths’ users. These small-scale routes might at some point connect to form a more comprehensive network that 

includes pedestrian spaces, cycling paths, cyclist stops and stations, and other urban spaces that would serve the 

public. 

 

Another idea is to start with establishing cycling paths that primarily serve recreational and fitness activities, and 

that may at some point be developed into transportation paths. Recreational cycling paths may be located in less 

active urban areas, and may be used for cycling events and also by cycling groups, students, and families. This 

would be a good step towards familiarizing the public, particularly drivers, regarding the presence of cyclists in 

streets, and would pave the way for establishing transportation dedicated paths. 

 

Creating a network of cycling paths goes beyond merely developing paths, and should also include the necessary 

signage, stations for stopping and resting, and spaces that serve the public. Also, as suggested by some of the survey 

participants, cultural centers in Jordan and sports clubs may be a part of the project as they can serve as stations for 

starting trips, as well as for stopping and resting. These centers may also organize cycling events for schools, 

families, and other groups. 
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Appendix 1: Bicycle Facilities Guide - Chicago Streets for Cycling 2020 

 

The Streets for Cycling Bicycle Facilities Guide is intended to educate the residents of Chicago on the new to-be-

established bike accommodations, such as road markings, cycling signs, and cycling traffic lights. 

 

Detailed information about the Bicycle Facilities Guide of the Chicago Streets for Cycling 2020 Plan may be found 

online at http://www.cityofchicago.org/content/dam/city/depts/cdot/bike/general/ChicagoStreetsforCycling2020.pdf. 

 

By including this section in the report we aim at giving a general idea regarding useful cycling facilities and how 

they may be used. 

 

Bike Box 

 

A Bike Box is a treatment used at signalized 

intersections that reduces bicycle/motor vehicle crashes, 

especially crashes between motorists turning right and 

cyclists riding straight through an intersection.  

 

Cyclists enter the Bike Box from the receiving cycling 

lane during a red light. They would proceed as normal 

when the light turns green, but should be aware of 

turning vehicles. If a cyclist approaches the signal on a 

green light he/she can simply proceed through the intersection as normal.  Motorists should stop behind the stop bar 

when the traffic signal is yellow or red, and should not stop in the Bike Box. Motorists also should allow cyclists to 

clear the intersection first when the light turns green. When turning, motorists should signal and watch for cyclists to 

the right, especially within the marked cycling lane within the intersection. 

 

 

Bicycle Signals 

  

A Bicycle Signal is a traffic control device used in combination with a motor 

vehicle traffic signal to separate bicycle and motor vehicle movements. They 

ensure that turning motorists and through-moving cyclists can safely and 

comfortably travel through an intersection. When a cyclist is traveling 

through an intersection with bicycle signal heads, he/she should obey only 

the bicycle signal instead of the adjacent traffic signals for motorists. 

 

Bicycle Signals are different from conventional traffic signals and are 

clearly marked. Cyclists may receive a green signal indication before 

motorists. Motorists in turn should not move until their green signal 

indication appears. 

 

Short green intervals for cyclist signals should be avoided since bicycles take longer to move from a stopped 

position and travel at slower speeds than motorized vehicles. 

 

http://www.cityofchicago.org/content/dam/city/depts/cdot/bike/general/ChicagoStreetsforCycling2020.pdf
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Intersection Crossing Markings 

 

Intersection Crossing Markings guide cyclists along 

a safe, direct, and visible path through intersections 

or across driveways and alleys. The markings help 

increase the visibility and predictability of cyclists 

by extending the cycling lane through the 

intersection. 

 

When cyclists travel through an intersection, they 

should stay inside the marked area. The markings 

guide cyclists to the cycling lane on the other side of 

the intersection and improve the awareness of 

motorists and pedestrians of their presence. Cyclists should watch for pedestrians and turning motorists in areas 

where their movement intersects. Cyclists should obey all traffic control devices. 

 

When driving parallel to a marked cycling lane, motorists should keep a safe distance from the lane markings. 

Cyclists have priority over turning vehicles. If approaching an intersection that is perpendicular to a marked cycling 

lane, motorists need to make sure to look for cyclists before proceeding through the intersection or turning. 

 

Barrier Protected Cycling Lanes and Driveways/Alleys 

 

Driveways and alleys create conflict zones along 

barrier-protected cycling lanes and present unique 

hazards to cyclists. Poor sight lines, unpredictable 

traffic patterns, and confusion over right-of-way can all 

be problems. Green pavement is used at driveways and 

alleys with a high number of turns, and is a reminder 

for drivers to look for cyclists riding in the Barrier 

Protected Cycling Lane. 

 

Motorists should watch for cyclists when turning at 

driveways and alleys since cyclists in the Barrier 

Protected Cycling Lane have the right-of-way. Parking 

is prohibited immediately before and after driveways 

and alleys to increase the visibility of approaching 

cyclists in the Barrier Protected Cycling Lane. 
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